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INTRODUCING IETA INSIGHTS. IN THE
WAKE OF THE PARIS AGREEMENT, IT’S
AN IMPORTANT TIME IN CLIMATE POLICY.
GOVERNMENTS ARE RAMPING UP PLANS TO
HELP MEET THE OVERARCHING GOAL OF NETZERO CARBON EMISSIONS BY THE SECOND
HALF OF THIS CENTURY. THEY HAVE AT THEIR
DISPOSAL A WIDE VARIETY OF REGULATORY
MEASURES TO CHOOSE FROM TO MEET THEIR
PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES.
IETA was founded to support the

publication will become a guidebook to

That’s why climate change requires a

development of carbon pricing

the future for market practitioners and

“stock solution”. You can think about

mechanisms that are, we believe, most

policymakers alike.

it as akin to data storage on your smart

appropriate to most market-based

phone. It has an upper limit. If your

economies. Our members, drawn from

While IETA Insights will explore a variety

stock of data runs out, you will lose the

among the largest businesses in the

of carbon pricing solutions, we will be

ability to use the phone’s features –

world, share the vision that putting a

forthright in stating our preferences. We

unless you can delete your old photos

price on carbon and allowing the market

believe markets will do a better job of

and emails to open up new capacity.

to decide where and how emissions are

pricing carbon than other policies. This

reduced is the most effective way to

belief is rooted in our understanding of the

The atmosphere has a finite limit on

achieve the Paris goals.

climate problem – and in how business

how much carbon it can store without

works in the 21st Century.

heating global temperatures above

Advancing this vision will be the mission
This first edition includes assessments of

over half of our storage space. So we

Through it, we will aim to –

market-related issues in North America and

need to price the remaining amounts

• Expand the understanding of the value

Europe. It also offers IETA’s current views

of storage to ensure that we stay

on carbon trading and taxes.

within the atmosphere’s limit. For

of carbon pricing;
• Explore new horizons in use of innovative
policies; and
• Chart progress, address challenges

2

2°C – and we’ve already used up

of our new quarterly, IETA Insights.

THE BUSINESS CASE FOR
CARBON TRADING

and identify opportunities for future

The climate problem is often referenced

growth of market solutions.

as a “stock problem” – one of the build-up

climate, our storage options are either
in the atmosphere – or “deletions” will be
needed through forest or underground
storage sites.

of stocks in the atmosphere over time, as

Sometimes in the shorthand of calls for

The climate change journey is a

more emissions increase concentrations to

“carbon pricing”, we can be misunderstood

long one for business. We hope this

risky levels.

to infer that the carbon stock is irrelevant,

matters. That’s a bit misguided: it’s

CREATING A REWARDS
SYSTEM

the big reduction that matters, not

Perhaps it is human nature, but

the size of the price.

businesses and kindergarteners both

and that high prices are what

respond well to a rewards system.

A BUSINESS
CASE FOR
CARBON MARKETS

A carbon trading system actively
rewards those firms that are able to
reduce their carbon footprint. Surplus

Market-based economies have

permits can be sold to plants that are

shown themselves to be adept at

higher up the abatement cost curve. As

organising the deployment of scarce

the supply of permits must diminish over

resources in an efficient manner.
If we acknowledge that policy should

time, the price rises and renders more
expensive reductions achievable. In
contrast, a carbon tax does not necessarily

limit the volume of greenhouse

rise to levels that make more costly

gases to a finite amount, then a

reductions financially viable.

market system will allocate those
remaining emissions to the most
efficient uses.
Emissions trading allows market

We think that the flexibility inherent
in carbon markets is best-suited to
market-based economies: the architects
of a system can align it with the
environmental goal, yet preserve the

forces to price each tonne of

choice for participating companies to

greenhouses gas used. This approach

carry out reductions in their own portfolio,

enables participants to find the

or pay others to carry out cheaper

cheapest source of reduction, and the

abatement.

market will price it according to the
prevailing demand in the system;
for example, switching from coal to

By putting the onus squarely on private
companies to achieve the overall goal
via a cap-and-trade system, economies

natural gas in power generation. As

can decarbonise at the lowest cost and

demand grows and supply tightens,

allow the innovations the future needs

a higher price will form to drive

to flourish.

switches from gas to renewable
electricity, and eventually to carbon
storage solutions. The market will

DIRK FORRISTER
President and CEO, IETA

Simply put, we believe emissions trading
is the right tool for the job of climate
protection. We look forward to exploring this

guide corporate strategy as businesses

exciting field of carbon pricing and climate

make the most efficient choices for

innovation with you in the coming months

their needs.

and years.

Part of the business appeal of
emissions trading, or cap and trade,
is this technology-neutrality.
Government officials do not tell
companies what to do. Companies
are given the freedom to choose their
preferred solutions.

SIMPLY PUT, WE
BELIEVE EMISSIONS
TRADING IS THE RIGHT
TOOL FOR THE JOB OF
CLIMATE PROTECTION
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The voice of business on mobilising
markets to meet the climate challenge.
www.ieta.org

THE BOTTOM LINE

CARBON MARKET
DEVELOPMENTS

allowances from jurisdictions that are not

In April, Carbon Trade Exchange (CTX)

linked with the new system, and remove

announced it was partnering with

free allowances to address competitiveness

the UNFCCC to allow the voluntary

China’s National Development and

and move to 100% auctioning. The bill

cancellation of CERs, as part of the UN’s

Reform Commission released the

is with the Senate Environmental Quality

Climate Neutral Now initiative which

first allowance allocation benchmark

committee.

was launched in the run-up to the Paris
climate talks in 2015. The initiative,

scenarios in mid-May, for the power,
cement and aluminium sectors. The

Meanwhile, at the start of April, the

of which ICROA is a partner, aims to

scenarios remain under discussion at the

California Court of Appeals ruled that

raise public awareness of offsetting and

NDRC, which will regulate the country’s

the auction of allowances for the state’s

encourages organisations to measure,

national emissions trading system (ETS).

cap-and-trade programme does not

report, reduce and offset their emissions.

The national emissions registry is expected

constitute a tax, upholding an earlier

On the CTX platform, buyers can search

to be finalised by the end of May, as

court ruling. The ruling found a number

for CERs by country, project type, vintage,

China gears up for the launch of its

of distinctions between emissions trading

price and volume. They can also review

national ETS later this year.

and taxation, in line with an amicus brief

project documentation, such as reduction

IETA had filed in the case brought by the

verification reports, and purchase credits

US President Donald Trump issued

California Chamber of Commerce. The

in real time.

an executive order at the end of
March, calling for several Obama-era
environmental regulations to be rolled
back, including the Clean Power Plan.
It remains to be seen how the
Environmental Protection Agency will
implement the order, which is expected to
take several years. The White House has
also continued to delay on making
a decision regarding US involvement
in the Paris Agreement at the time of
going to press (see page 6 for a look at
the legal options for this).
The first allowance auction for Ontario’s
ETS was held in late March, selling all
25.3 million current vintage allowances at

Pacific Legal Foundation, which had filed
a similar case against the California Air

A public consultation into the future

Resources Board, plans to appeal to the

of Australia’s climate policies closed at

state’s Supreme Court.

the start of May, having been open since
the end of March. The consultation was

Talks between the European Commission,

looking at the effectiveness of the country’s

European Council and European

policies, particularly in light of its Paris

Parliament over reforms to the EU ETS

Agreement and 2030 commitments. It was

began in April (see page 10 for a first-

also looking at the role for international

hand account of the meeting, by Ian

credits after 2020, while clarifying that

Duncan MEP). On the table is a doubling

if their use is permitted, it will be in

of the rate at which the Market Stability

accordance with the rules of article 6 of

Reserve removes excess allowances from

the Paris Agreement.

the marketplace and increased protection
for European industries to maintain their

At its April board meeting, the Green

international competitiveness.

Climate Fund approved funding for a
further eight projects, bringing the total

Verified emissions data for 2016 for the

number of projects it is supporting to

EU ETS show that a total of 1.7 billion

43. The $755 million has been awarded

tonnes of CO2 equivalent were emitted

primarily to renewable energy projects, with

last year by stationary sources covered

agricultural and water conservation projects

by the system, down from 1.8 billion

rounding out the selection. In total, the

in 2015. This was against a total free

fund has granted $2.2 billion to projects

allocation of allowances equivalent to 788.4

and programmes in developing countries

California Senate Environmental Quality

million tCO2e, according to data from the

around the world.

Committee Chairman Bob Wieckowski has

European Environment Agency. Meanwhile,

updated a proposal for the California

a total of 422.4 million offset credits have

The New Zealand government is exploring

ETS post-2020, first unveiled in February.

been exchanged for EUAs since 2014, the

carbon market partnerships with China

The amended bill, SB 775, would

European Commission reported at the start

and South Korea. The discussions with

effectively see the current system end

of May.

China are part of a joint climate change

C$18.08. The government also sold
0.8 million future vintage allowances at
$18.07. The second auction for the
system, which came into force 1 January,
will be held on 6 June.

in 2020 and a new one commence in

plan between the two countries, with phase

2021, with dramatic design changes. It

The Green Climate Fund nods towards

one focusing on a sharing of technical

also proposes to eliminate bankability

funding forest protection to support Paris

information and expertise on emissions

between years, ban the use of offsets

targets, and held a workshop in Bali at

trading and on reducing agricultural

under the new system, introduce annual

the end of April set the scene for the fund

emissions. The Wellington-based

compliance periods, impose border carbon

to preparing Request for Proposals on

environment ministry is also partnering

adjustments on products “with a material

REDD+ results-based payments to support

with South Korea to develop carbon

price difference”, prohibit the use of

developing countries.

markets in the Asia-Pacific region.
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IETA INSIGHTS - LISA DEMARCO, JONATHAN MCGILLIVRAY

THE ELEPHANT IN
THE ROOM

LISA DEMARCO AND JONATHAN MCGILLIVRAY OFFER A FOREIGN
PERSPECTIVE ON POTENTIAL TRUMP ADMINISTRATION
APPROACHES TO US INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE COMMITMENTS

whether a Senate-authorised treaty
could be legally terminated by executive
action of the President without the prior
or subsequent authorisation of Congress
or the Senate. And US experience on

To say that President Donald Trump, Steve

do the trick. The Agreement came

this point has been mixed: President

Bannon, Scott Pruitt and Rex Tillerson

into force on 4 November 2016, and

Reagan unilaterally terminated a treaty

(Team Trump) are not advocates of

any party can withdraw from it after

with Nicaragua without challenge in 1985;

progressive climate policy is trite. Trump’s

4 November 2019 by providing written

however, President Carter’s attempt to

28 March energy and environment

notice that, at the earliest, will be effective

terminate a mutual defence treaty with

executive order, which eviscerates virtually

one year after it is received (4 November

Taiwan in 1979 was challenged. With

all of the Obama administration’s domestic

2020).3 The next US election is scheduled

divided lower courts, the plurality of the

climate policy and regulations under

for 3 November 2020, leaving the door

Supreme Court intentionally avoided

the guise of ending the war on coal and

open for a Trump defeat to upset any plan

deciding the issue on the basis that it

protecting jobs, provides a clear view of the

to withdraw from the Agreement on the

was a political question.6

new US climate policy direction.

earliest possible date. Consequently, the

1

The more pressing question is what

Team Trump will do with its international

Obvious is more likely to be a possibility

In addition, if Senate direction is

than a pragmatic reality.

sought by Team Trump, it is unclear
whether the authorisation will need to

legal commitments under the UN

THE IMPATIENT

be by a super or simple majority of the

Framework Convention on Climate Change

If Team Trump does not want to risk the

Senate, which currently has a 52-seat

(UNFCCC) and the Paris Agreement.

vagaries of the 2020 election, it also has

Republican majority.

This question and its potential answers

the option of withdrawing from the Paris

are much more nuanced and strategic.

Agreement by withdrawing from the

THE EXPEDIENT

Inquiring minds (and governments)

UNFCCC.4 This would take effect one year

Former President Obama accepted

want to know... (i) what are the legal

after written notice of withdrawal from the

the Paris Agreement (notionally as an

options and processes available to Team

UNFCCC is made and, at present,5 written

agreement made pursuant to the

Trump if it intends to back away from the

notice can be given at any time.

UNFCCC treaty, which expressly

Paris Agreement, and (ii) what are the

The internal process for withdrawing from

authorises subsequent agreements) by

implications of those options?

a treaty that the Senate passed a resolution

way of an executive agreement on

to ratify is not, however, a slam dunk

3 September 2016. That action, without

We see four main options for Team Trump

for Team Trump. US constitutional law

Senate advice and consent, was well

to avoid the US’s international climate

allows the President to terminate a treaty

within his constitutional authority under

commitments: (i) the obvious: withdraw

through executive action with any of prior

Article II, § 2, cl. 1 as long as the

from the Agreement; (ii) the impatient:

or subsequent authorisation or direction

agreement can be implemented relying

withdraw from the UNFCCC; (iii) the

of Congress (collectively) or the Senate

on existing statutory or Article II treaty

expedient: repudiate the Obama executive

(alone). However, the US Supreme Court

authority. In fact, the Paris Agreement

agreement; and (iv) the fake: continue

considered, but refrained from deciding,

was long structured and negotiated to

as a party to the Paris Agreement but
undermine it through domestic policy.

THE OBVIOUS
In the unlikely event that Team Trump
views the US to be legally bound by the
Agreement,2 it may simply withdraw from it.
But the process and timing is not likely to

6

THE MORE PRESSING QUESTION IS
WHAT TEAM TRUMP WILL DO WITH ITS
INTERNATIONAL LEGAL COMMITMENTS
UNDER THE UNFCCC AND THE PARIS
AGREEMENT

avoid any requisite US Senate ratification
and still create a legally binding agreement.
However, a number of legal scholars
including Julian Ku of Hofstra University
believe that if the President unilaterally
entered an international agreement,

A NUMBER OF LEGAL SCHOLARS BELIEVE
THAT IF THE PRESIDENT UNILATERALLY
ENTERED AN INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT,
THE PRESIDENT IS ALSO ABLE TO
UNILATERALLY EXIT IT

the President is also able to unilaterally
exit it. In fact, on 3 November 2016, a

representing 17.89% of global emissions.

undermine the Paris Agreement, without

number of Republican members of the

If Russia (7.53%) also withdraws, its status

the US actually taking steps to withdraw

Senate Committee on Environment and

may become much more tenuous.

from or repudiate it.

Public Works issued a letter to the thenSecretary of State espousing the view that

US repudiation is likely to cause further

President Obama’s acceptance of the

challenges for the US–China memorandum

Paris Agreement through a sole executive

of understanding on climate-related

agreement resulted in nothing more than

actions, which predates US acceptance

a non-legally binding, political commitment,

of the PA. Similarly, it is likely to result in

leaving the door open for any future

added complexities and potential border

dramatically, and provide China, India and

administration to alter its course.

carbon adjustments (BCAs) in the context

Brazil with considerable leverage.

In many ways, this insidious fake approach
is the most difficult for the other parties
to the Agreement to navigate. It is likely to
change the UNFCCC negotiating dynamics

of the NAFTA renegotiations. Canada and
It is possible that Team Trump may do just

Mexico may also bilaterally agree to a

A fake approach by the US may also

that by way of either: (a) an executive order

preferred PA compliance-based approach

seriously decrease the level of ambition

or act repudiating the original acceptance

to accounting for and governing low

of other parties in future years. However,

by President Obama without Senate

carbon exports to the US, which they

approval; or (b) a call for Senate advice

may attempt to use for compliance under

and consent on the Paris Agreement on

Article 6 of the PA. Other parties to the

the grounds that it needs more than the

PA may also consider imposing a BCA on

UNFCCC powers for implementation, is not

GHG emission intensive US goods.

empowered by a statutory authority, and

Further, US repudiation may subject

Agreement. Similarly, Canada and Mexico

should have been subject to the advice and

US emission intensive companies to

may face enhanced stakeholder pressure

consent of the Senate in the first instance.

increased risk of tort claims, given that

to slow their climate mitigation actions and

Either of these options are plausible for

the US previously acknowledged the

harmonise with US inaction on climate

Team Trump, if they view any political,

foreseeability of the potential harm and

change. Finally, the fake approach may

policy, or economic gain from exiting the

nonetheless took actions or inaction to

contribute to more “fake news” about

Paris Agreement.

increase its likelihood.

serious US action to address climate

If the US repudiates the executive

THE FAKE

acceptance of the Paris Agreement and

If all politics is local, Team Trump may

otherwise withdraws from it, the conditions

bet on the fact that his supporters

that allowed it to enter into force are still

have little interest in what the US does

likely to exist; it entered into force when 55

internationally as long as the domestic

over two decades of experience in law,

parties representing 55% of global GHG

actions and rhetoric are consistent with

regulation, policy and advocacy relating to

emission ratified it. Currently, 141 parties

traditional energy and jobs. This may lead

energy and climate change and the Senior

representing 82.55% of global emissions

Team Trump to focus its changing climate

Partner of DeMarco Allan LLP. Jonathan

have ratified the Agreement, with the US

change mandate on domestic actions that

McGillivray is an associate at the firm.

it may make it more challenging for
other parties to impose border carbon
adjustments on emission intensive US
goods while the US remains a party to the

change, one of the most serious global
challenges of our time.
Lisa (Elisabeth) DeMarco is a lawyer with

(1) The Executive Order (i) directs federal agencies to review actions that burden domestic energy production; (ii) directs the EPA to rewrite the Clean Power Plan; (iii) directs
the EPA to review oil and natural gas sector emissions standards; (iv) directs federal agencies to stop considering the ‘social cost of carbon’ in policymaking; (v) directs
the Bureau of Land Management to life the moratorium on federal coal leasing and review oil and gas guidance documents; and (vi) repeals many of President Obama’s
climate-related executive orders and actions. (2) Team Trump has regularly referenced the Paris Agreement as being illegal and nothing more than a political statement,
and on 28 March 2017, in an interview with ABC’s George Stephanopoulos, Pruitt indicated that “…Paris, was not just that it was – you know, failed to be treated as a
treaty, but China and India got away, the largest producers of CO2 internationally [author’s note: this is not factually accurate], got away scot-free. … So Paris was just a
bad deal, in my estimation.” (3) Paris Agreement, Article 28(1-2). (4) Paris Agreement, Article 28(3); UNFCCC Article 25. (5) No party could withdraw within the first three
years that the UNFCCC was in force. (6) Goldwater v. Carter, 444 U.S. 996 (1979)
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IETA INSIGHTS - DAVE SAWYER, CHRIS BATAILLE

TAKING STOCK
IN CANADA

THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATIVE CLIMATE ACTION
TO 2030 IN CANADA ARE ON THE RISE, FIND DAVE SAWYER
AND CHRIS BATAILLE1

policies could reduce cumulative GDP

The Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean

main elements. Our analysis suggests

Significantly, we also found that if

Growth and Climate Change (PCF)

that strengthening provincial policies

government could maximise all such

represents a watershed moment in the

and implementing the PCF could align

trading efficiencies, it could lower the

history of the country’s climate policy story.

Canada’s GHG emissions trajectory with

anticipated 2030 carbon price from C$150

In the absence of federal action, over

the 2030 climate target. A policy package

to C$100 per tonne, while avoiding costs

the past 10 or so years, provinces and

consisting of tightened performance

in the order of $23 billion. Emissions

territories developed their own approaches

regulations, an eventual national carbon

reductions from land use, while uncertain,

to carbon pricing. This resulted in the

price floor of C$150 (US$109) per tonne of

would only add to policy success, perhaps

policy patchwork we have today. Those

CO2e ($2016 real) by 2030 and emissions

reducing Canada’s demand for globally

tasked with implementing the PCF must

trading imports from the Western Climate

sourced emission credits that may

now work to align and build upon those

Initiative or other global sources could all

otherwise be needed to keep costs down.

regional commitments and programmes.

work together to close the gap to Canada’s

They have a solid platform from which to

2030 Nationally Determined Contribution

Hurdles abound, of course. While

do so: the PCF is a multifaceted framework

(NDC). It’s worth noting that the federal

elements of the PCF, such as Ottawa’s

that will help catalyse policy coordination

carbon price is currently set to rise to

floor price for carbon, will help align

and collaboration across jurisdictions,

C$50 by 2022.

sub-national systems, our modelling

making it easier for all to reduce emissions
while minimising economic risks.

impacts from 0.52% by 2030 to 0.04%. In
either case, the economy would still have
grown by 39% compared with today.

suggests that challenges lie ahead. Should

The country could gain significant

governments increase policy ambition

efficiencies by enabling domestic allowance

within the current patchwork, they may

With this, Canada’s policy architecture is

trade between large final emitters; doing so

inadvertently increase costs by locking-in

largely set. Carbon pricing, performance-

would smooth abatement costs between

isolated provincial policies. This could,

based regulations, and innovation policies

provinces. Our analysis suggests moving

in turn, exacerbate competitiveness and

will change behaviours and drive innovation

from today’s policy patchwork to a system

household fairness impacts, and

coast-to-coast for decades to come. Yet

of effectively aligned pan-Canadian carbon

ultimately impede further ambition.

achieving Canada’s 2030 greenhouse gas
(GHG) reduction goal is far from a fait

TAKING STOCK OF RECENT FEDERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

accompli. Federal, provincial and territorial

80

policymakers will need to overcome an
array of implementation and coordination

70
69

hurdles to bring home the prize.
We modelled existing provincial and

ACHIEVING CANADA’S
2030 GREENHOUSE
GAS REDUCTION
GOAL IS FAR FROM A
FAIT ACCOMPLI
8

50
MT CO2E

federal policy, then overlaid the PCF’s

-8

60

40
-30
30
20

-5

29 Mt

ACCELERATED
COAL

GAP TO
2030

10
CURRENT
POLICY GAP

HFC REGS

LOW CARBON
FEUL STD.

CANADA’S NDC AND DEEP DECARBONISATION

that climate policy is more regional and
global than we usually recognise. Just a

800

few years ago, Canada’s federal inaction

700

overshadowed considerable policy progress
in many provinces and territories. Similarly,

ENERGY GHGs (Mt CO2e)

600

the real policy innovation in the United

NDC -30%/05 2030
500

States is occurring in the West Coast
in red-state electricity systems.

1.5dC NDC Transition

1.5dC Fast Transition

300

Meanwhile, at the global level, China

200

INDC 2dC -80%
INDC 1.5dC -90%
DDP (1.5dC)

100
0

states, the New England states, and even

2dC NDC Transition

400

and India have dire air quality issues
and a seemingly insatiable appetite
for clean electricity. Given the vast

2002

2020

2030

2050

resources flowing to energy research
and development, electricity
decarbonisation innovation may move

THE COUNTRY COULD GAIN SIGNIFICANT
EFFICIENCIES BY ENABLING DOMESTIC
ALLOWANCE TRADE BETWEEN LARGE FINAL
EMITTERS; DOING SO WOULD SMOOTH
ABATEMENT COSTS BETWEEN PROVINCES
To avoid such an outcome, policymakers

to routinely assess performance using

need to find ways to improve cohesion and

carbon budgets and sectoral intensity

efficiency by connecting provincial carbon

trends, building out and aligning

policy silos—especially for large industrial

governance structures to work across

emitters. National and sub-national

jurisdictions, and efficiently ratcheting

governments will need to govern more

up ambition.

far more quickly than we expect.
We recommend Canadian governments,
businesses, and households prepare
to seize a new competitive advantage –
one based on our continent-spanning
capacity to generate bountiful, costeffective clean energy and use it to produce
decarbonised goods and services for
growing global markets.
Dave Sawyer is an environmental
economist working on climate policy

collaboratively. This is, of course, what
the PCF aims to enable.

While provincial governments have

and competitiveness outcomes. He

announced (or are implementing)

advises governments, industry and

While 2016 delivered new climate

policies that increase Canada’s chances

non-governmental organisations in Canada

policy in virtually every jurisdiction in

of achieving its 2030 NDC, that goal

and around the world. Dave has operated

Canada, without continued and increased

is on the low side of ambition relative to

coordination across governments, overlap

the mid-century ambition of Canada’s

EnviroEconomics for over 25 years.

and additional regulatory requirements

commitment to the Paris Agreement.

could jumble market signals, leading to

To align GHG abatement efforts with the

unintended consequences.

NDC and achieve deeper decarbonisation

Chris Bataille is an energy and climate
policy economist with 20 years’ experience

by mid-century, cooperative efforts
For this reason, the “big story” of 2017

need to continue to broaden and

must be policy cohesion. Governments

deepen policy signals.

as a researcher, energy systems and
macroeconomic modeller, writer, project
manager, private consultant and executive.
Chris is currently an Associate Researcher
at the Institute for Sustainable Development

must tweak the knobs on all the policy
instruments now in place to bring the

As a post script, it is tempting to view

and International Relations (IDDRI) in

whole carbon pricing orchestra into tune.

events south of the border through a grim

Paris, as well as an Adjunct Professor at

This will involve establishing mechanisms

lens for climate policy. But let’s not forget

Simon Fraser University.

(1) This article is based on an EnviroEconomics report; download the full report at https://www.enviroeconomics.org/insight
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IETA INSIGHTS - IAN DUNCAN

TALKING ABOUT A
REVOLUTION

IAN DUNCAN WRITES ABOUT THE LATEST ON THE
EU ETS REFORMS

WHAT ARE WE GOING
TO TALK ABOUT?
The trialogues will centre mostly around

The trialogues which will determine

By the time I was appointed the

architecture, ambition and protection.

the future of the EU Emissions Trading

Parliament’s Rapporteur in September

Architecture. In terms of architecture the

System (ETS) began in April. Gathered

2015, it was abundantly clear that

questions are, how do we soak up the

round the table were the chief negotiators,

the EU ETS was broken. The carbon

glut of allowances depressing the carbon

representing the European Council, the

price was only €5 ($5.44), and the

price (currently scudding around €5

system was awash with excess

a tonne), and how do we stop the system

allowances, conservatively estimated

flooding again in the future. Real change

at 2 billion. Parliament and Council

comes when the price hits about €30.

had just agreed to introduce a Market

The Parliament advocated a significant

European Parliament, and the European

Commission (hence the ‘tri’ of the logue).
The process is formal and although the

room was full at the first meeting (there
were 35 souls around the table), only

four individuals were entitled to speak:

Stability Reserve to mop up the

surplus, but it wasn’t scheduled to

Ambassador Neil Kerr, the Deputy

start until 2019. Industry wasn’t

Permanent Representative of Malta

happy. Environmentalists weren’t happy.

which holds the rotating presidency of

Policymakers weren’t happy.

the Council; Climate Action and Energy

Commissioner Miguel Arias Cañete; and,

At the outset, I spoke of balancing the

representing the Parliament, the new

need to protect European industry and

environment committee chairwoman Adina-

jobs, with the necessity of driving an

Ioana Valean, and me, the Parliament’s

ambitious programme of decarbonisation.

rapporteur on the Phase IV reform of the

The carbon market had to work in its

EU ETS. Except I wasn’t there. My flight to
Strasbourg had been cancelled.

REFORM HAS BEEN
LONG COMING
At its birth, the EU ETS looked like the
polluter pays principle would actually

upfront cancellation (800 million
allowances) with further conditional
cancellation. The Council, advocating
a ‘jam tomorrow’ strategy, would like to
cancel more allowances (up to 3 billion
by 2030) but not now and only when
certain conditions are met.
For a market-based instrument like the
ETS, certainty and conditionality matter.

own terms, not through constant tinkering

Upfront cancellation of allowances

and shoving. We had to deliver a reform

provides certainty (and credibility) to

that would work for the ages, not just for

markets in a way that conditional measures

the moment.

simply can’t. The debate will be interesting.
Jam today or jam tomorrow?

My fellow shadow rapporteurs took
554 days to discuss, debate and negotiate

How we address future gluts remains a

the Parliament’s position. We secured

thorny challenge. I have argued from the

our parliamentary mandate on 15 February,

outset that the EU has been very successful

handed regulation or tax required. Then

just after my birthday, with a majority of

at decarbonising, it just hasn’t used the

came the financial crash, and with it

379 MEPs supporting our endeavours.

ETS to deliver its objectives. Each success

a thumping decline in EU production.

Unexpectedly, the Council didn’t take long

wrought by the Renewable Directive,

Suddenly EUAs were ten a penny

to agree their position; they were done

each coal-fired power station closed as a

(almost literally).

and dusted by 28 February.

drive decarbonisation. A steady rise in
the price of emissions allowances (EUAs)
looked like it would do the job, no heavy

result of the medium Combustion Plants
Directive, each saving through energy

AT ITS BIRTH, THE EU ETS LOOKED LIKE
THE POLLUTER PAYS PRINCIPLE WOULD
ACTUALLY DRIVE DECARBONISATION
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efficiency, reduces the need for allowances.
That is why a regular stock check is
required to ensure that the ETS stays on
track. Voluntary retiral of allowances should
also remain available to member states.

Ambition. How can the ETS be brought
into line with the Paris Agreement? The
Market Stability Reserve, and cancellation
will do much to drive the carbon price in
the right direction. Initial focus (and initial
disappointment) centred around the Linear
Reduction Factor, the rate at which the
cap on allowances is reduced. Parliament
wants to keep the cap at 2.2% from the
beginning of the phase, rising to 2.4% by

FOR A MARKET-BASED
INSTRUMENT LIKE THE
ETS, CERTAINTY AND
CONDITIONALITY MATTER

the end. The Council wants to keep the
Commission’s 2.2% throughout.

Through our negotiations in the Parliament

Protection. Another area where Parliament
arguably came out more strongly than

we established the so called ‘Duncan
Mechanism’ (I always wanted a mechanism
named after me) – a way of reducing the

NEARING THE END
The trialogues will likely stretch through
into the autumn. Malta, despite its dream
of delivering the EU ETS reform on its

the Council was the protection of energy

total number of allowances auctioned

intensive industries from short-term rises

between 2021 and 2030, and increasing

watch, has only managed to find time in

in the carbon price. Whilst I am a staunch

the share of free allowances available to the

its busy diary for two meetings before the

supporter of action to increase efficiency

best-performing industrial installations.

end of their Presidency. Not enough time to

and reduce emissions, I, and many of my
fellow MEPs, remain mindful of the global
context in which our industries operate.
Both the Parliament and Council
recognised that a higher carbon price could
place additional burdens on industry in

steer the reform home to port, I fear.
The Parliament agreed a Duncan
Mechanism of 5%, the Council position

STILL, THE CLOCK IS NOW
TICKING, AND WE HAVEN’T
A MOMENT TO LOSE.

is 2%.
Alongside the protections offered
by the Duncan Mechanism, the
Parliament has pushed for a larger pot

the near-term and, for that reason, both

of funding for the proposed Innovation

Ian Duncan is a Conservative MEP

institutions have taken steps to ensure that

Fund, increasing the initial endowment

for Scotland and is the European

the most efficient industrial installations are

put forward by the Commission by 50%

Parliament’s lead negotiator for the EU

protected from the carbon price.

to 600 million allowances.

ETS reform discussion
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4
IETA INSIGHTS - MICHAEL GILL

PREPARING FOR
CORSIA TAKE-OFF

FOLLOWING THE ADOPTION OF A GLOBAL OFFSETTING
SCHEME FOR AVIATION LAST YEAR, MICHAEL GILL LOOKS
AT WHAT THE SECTOR HAS DONE SO FAR AND THE
CHALLENGES THAT LIE AHEAD

to address any annual increase in total
CO2 emissions from international civil
aviation above 2020 levels. While offsetting
requirements will start from 2021,
aircraft operators will be required to start
monitoring their emissions in 2019.

Air transport plays a vital role in our

sector’s climate impact significantly. Today,

society and global sustainable development

commercial flights are already operated

While work is well underway in ICAO to

by bringing people together, supporting

on a daily basis using fuels which can be

finalise the technical rules for CORSIA,

trade and enabling other economic

up to 80% less carbon intensive over their

the implementation of a carbon offsetting

activities. Air freight is responsible for

lifecycle than conventional kerosene. The

scheme in ICAO’s 191 member states

transporting nearly 35% of trade by value.

carbon footprint of flying is also further

raises a number of challenges. For a

More than half of all international tourists

reduced by measures which optimise the

global scheme to treat all operators on an

travel to their destination by air. And

way aircraft are operated, for instance by

equal basis, their emissions will

looking at the direct economic impacts

reducing the time in flight or the weight of

need to be monitored, reported and

of aviation alone, the sector provides

on-board equipment.

verified in accordance with harmonised

9.9 million jobs and supports economic

rules. Experience with the EU Emissions

While these measures have already

Trading System has shown that

enabled airlines to decouple CO2 emissions

harmonised rules can be a major problem

These undoubted benefits do, however,

from growth, they are not sufficient in the

when they impose procedures which are

come with an environmental cost, and

short and medium term to cap emissions

different from the ones aircraft operators

the sector is well aware that it has a

at 2020 levels. To achieve this, a global

follow on a daily basis. In addition,

responsibility to reconcile its growth with

market-based mechanism is needed. This

entities subject to CORSIA will range from

the mitigation of its environmental impact,

is why the aviation industry has urged

commercial airlines with a fleet of several

notably on climate change. In 2009,

governments working under the auspices of

hundreds of aircraft to operators with a

all sectors of the air transport industry

the International Civil Aviation Organization

handful of regional aircraft.

– aircraft operators, manufacturers,

(ICAO) to agree on a global market-based

airports, air navigation service providers

measure for international aviation. This

It is also important to remember that the

– committed to a set of global emissions

ambition was realised in October 2016

data sets which will need to be handled

reduction goals: an improvement in fuel

when ICAO, with the full support of the

are extensive as some commercial airlines

efficiency by 1.5% per year on average

industry, adopted a resolution establishing

operate thousands of flights on a daily

until 2020; capping the net CO2 emissions

a Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme

basis. The impact of any additional or

from flights at 2020 levels through carbon-

for International Aviation (CORSIA).

more detailed data requirement therefore

neutral growth; and a reduction of 50% of

CORSIA requires aircraft operators to

quickly turns into an important increase in

its net CO2 emissions by 2050, compared

purchase offsets, or “emissions units”,

workload, complexity and risk of errors.

to 2005 levels.

to account for the growth in CO2 emissions

Aircraft operators will not be the only

covered by the scheme. CORSIA aims

entities having to handle these datasets.

benefits of over $6.5 billion in global GDP.

Aviation has several means of reducing its
emissions, starting with technology. The
CO2 emissions per passenger have been
reduced by 80% since the first jet aircraft
came into service, with more technological
improvements on the way as newer aircraft
and more efficient engines are introduced
to the global fleet. Sustainable alternative
fuels also have the potential to reduce the

12

AIR TRANSPORT PLAYS A VITAL ROLE IN
OUR SOCIETY AND GLOBAL SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT BY BRINGING PEOPLE
TOGETHER, SUPPORTING TRADE AND
ENABLING OTHER ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

WHILE OFFSETTING REQUIREMENTS WILL
START FROM 2021, AIRCRAFT OPERATORS
WILL BE REQUIRED TO START MONITORING
THEIR EMISSIONS IN 2019

implications of CORSIA and familiarise
airlines with carbon markets. The four
workshops, held in Nairobi, Geneva,
Miami, and Singapore, were a success with
close to a hundred participants from the
airline community. ICAO also conducted a
series of regional seminars which provided

Annual emissions reports will be submitted

to buy carbon offsets or allowances on the

to national authorities for verification,

scale envisaged by CORSIA.

essential information to Governmental
agencies around the world on the

with some authorities receiving reports
covering several thousand aircraft. While

In order to ensure the success of CORSIA,

some authorities have the expertise and

ICAO will therefore need to make sure that

resources to handle such data, others may

the rules adopted are simple and flexible

currently not even have a single person in

enough to adapt to the varying degrees of

charge of collecting environmental data

experience, both in industry players and

from aircraft operators.

administering authorities. It is essential

upcoming requirements.
However, more joint efforts from the
aviation and carbon market community will
be necessary to ensure the resources and
expertise are ready in time and guarantee

that ICAO, IATA and their carbon markets

that the first global sectoral market-based

Another challenge with the implementation

counterparts provide capacity-building

measure is a success. With the right level

of CORSIA will be for operators to find

support to authorities and aircraft operators

of cooperation between all stakeholders, we

their way in carbon markets. While some

around the world.

are confident that the foundations will be
laid for the successful implementation of

operators have gained experience through

this important environmental measure.

their participation in existing emissions

These efforts started in February and

trading mechanisms or through the

March 2016, with IATA and IETA partnering

voluntary offset programmes they make

to hold workshops in each of the different

Michael Gill is the Director, Aviation

available to their customers, none have had

regions to provide guidance on the practical

Environment at IATA.
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5
IETA INSIGHTS - PAUL DAWSON

THE IETA CARBON PRICING REVIEW
– A RENEWED VISION

LAST YEAR, IETA’S COUNCIL TOOK A CLOSE LOOK AT
THE ORGANISATION’S POSITION AS CARBON PRICING
ADVANCES GLOBALLY. PAUL DAWSON, ON BEHALF OF THE
IETA COUNCIL, OUTLINES THEIR CONCLUSIONS
Carbon pricing means many things to many

The advantages of emissions trading

people: emissions trading, carbon taxes,

are clear:

eliminating fossil fuel subsidies, introducing

• ensures emissions reduction certainty,

“green” subsidies, or assessing the social

but allows freedom for companies to

cost of carbon. For IETA, this interest in

choose how to comply;

instilling economic value in emissions

reductions is essential for meeting the Paris
Agreement’s objectives.

• achieves measurable emission
reductions at least-cost;

• enables cross-border programme

linkages, cooperation and partnerships;

As countries implement their Nationally

Determined Contributions under the Paris
Agreement, IETA will respond to a variety
of pricing proposals. As an example,

this year a group of former Republican

fluctuations;

• drives economically-rational, low-carbon
innovation solutions;

• supports businesses and households in

officials in the United States formed a

the transition to a low-carbon economy;

Climate Leadership Council, offering a

• addresses industry competitiveness and

strong case for the Republican party to

take the risks of climate change seriously
by adopting climate policies. It proposed
a carbon tax-and-dividend solution,

combined with border tax adjustments to

“carbon leakage” concerns; and

• provides a global response to a global
challenge.

These factors are prompting the largest

international community struggles to
meet the 2°C temperature objective. An
international trading market can tap into
these shifts, driving important economic
benefits over the long term.
Carbon tax systems do not typically offer
the same wide coverage or opportunity for
linkages to secure low-cost abatement.
This could present challenges to the tax
model, as tougher targets are pursued in
the future.

FINDING #3
QUALITY DATA IS ESSENTIAL TO CARBON
PRICING OF ANY FORM.
Any form of carbon pricing requires
effective governance, including monitoring,
reporting and verification of emissions
data to ensure compliance. The public
deserves transparency in how any pricing
system performs. As we observe systems
in operation, the assurance of performance
data is critical to the success of both tax
and trading models.

jurisdictions – China and Korea, parts of

In business strategy, pricing information

the United States and Canada, and the

offers visibility on the cost of emissions in

European Union – to use carbon market

the near term, helping enlighten the long-

solutions to meet their Paris goals.

term decarbonisation pathway.

Last year, we led IETA’s governing Council

FINDING #2

FINDING #4

in a review of our organisational vision in

SIZE, SCOPE AND LINKAGES OFFER

deal with competitiveness concerns. We
applauded the group’s call for action, but
we urged that the policy proposal should be
improved with market flexibilities.

light of the broader movements towards
pricing carbon around the world. We
reviewed the state of play in national
policies, and we held a “tax vs trade”
debate and discussion with IETA Members
at our 2016 Annual General Meeting.
These discussions led the Council to make
several key findings to help guide our work
on carbon pricing policies globally.

FINDING #1
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• responds to macro-economic

shift from one location to another as the

THE CHOICE OF PRICING INSTRUMENT

MARKET ADVANTAGES IN PURSUIT OF

IS DRIVEN BY THE POLICY CONTEXT IN A

THE PARIS GOALS.

GIVEN JURISDICTION.

Emissions trading works best when it

In the initial national responses to the Paris

covers a wide range of sources, sinks and

Agreement, both tax and trade models

offsetting opportunities so that a vibrant

will face challenges. Some jurisdictions

market can develop to deliver the best

may not have the right conditions for a

solutions. This “wide range” derives from

full blown cap-and-trade system, and

simple economic realities related to the

others may struggle to adopt meaningful

many differing costs of abatement across

carbon taxes. For example, some of those

different sectors.

interested in emissions trading may have:
• only a few sources, sinks or companies,

EMISSIONS TRADING REMAINS THE

The economic benefit of this wide coverage

making market liquidity appear to

STRONGEST PERFORMING POLICY IN

is why we encourage regional or national

be inadequate – so without another

ASSURING ENVIRONMENTAL AND

systems to link with one another. The

jurisdiction as a trading partner, a tax

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE.

least-cost abatement opportunities may

might be similarly efficient;

• poor governance in their environmental

The various design features for tax and

less flexibility, such as with restrictions

agencies, making compliance and

trade models present a spectrum of

on the use of offsets or on ownership of

enforcement of emissions trading

choices and a range of hybrid systems.

allowances.

Carbon trading programmes can be

Carbon tax programmes can also contain

designed to allocate permits directly to

flexibility features, such as tax exemptions,

credible system – so it may be simpler

participants and raise no revenue, or

graduated rates, tax credits for certain

to build onto a fuel taxation system that

they can be designed to raise significant

investments and use of offsets.

already collects revenue; or

revenues through the use of permit

difficult – so a finance ministry might be
more effective in enforcing a carbon tax;
• low quality data on which to build a

• a need to raise revenue for other
purposes, where a carbon tax may
attract political support.
Conversely, effective carbon taxes may
be difficult to advance in some
jurisdictions. Tax proposals can:
• attract strong political opposition
from anti-tax groups;
• be set at a low level that fails to
reduce emissions – and be challenging
to increase to effective levels;
• face challenges in effective
monitoring, reporting and verification
of emissions data;
• become overly complex, as
industrial actors seek exemptions,
variable tax rates or other loopholes
– all of which can impair optimal
performance;
• be unpredictable and vary with
political changes, thereby hindering
businesses from putting in place a
long-term decarbonisation strategy.

auctions. There are also many hybrid

THE JOURNEY AHEAD

solutions, with a blend of direct allocation

Climate protection is a long journey for

and auctioning – though these systems can

governments, companies and citizens.

also become complex.

Carbon pricing offers economic advantages

Similarly, carbon tax programmes can

the political and economic context matters

to nations that use them well. For success,
– and the design elements must fit that

be used to raise revenue, or they can

context.

be introduced in a “revenue neutral”
manner by making reductions in other

The advantages of the main pricing choices

taxes to produce no new revenue – or with

are simple. Carbon trading programmes

“revenue recycling” features, to redirect

offer better environmental certainty than

funds to reinforce climate priorities.

carbon taxes. But carbon taxes offer better
cost certainty. A hybrid system can offer

However, when revenue is raised in a

some of both by setting upper and lower

carbon tax or trading system, there is

price bounds for permit auctions to provide

potential for complexity in how revenue is

more cost certainty while allowing flexibility

used – and there is potential for revenue to

to trade.

be diverted for non-climate purposes.

The context for carbon trading or taxes will

FINDING #6

vary by jurisdiction over time. Some may be-

FOR BUSINESS TO MANAGE THE TRANSITION

gin with a tax approach – but find a linked

TO A LOW-CARBON ECONOMY, IT IS

trading system to be more attractive in the

IMPORTANT FOR EITHER A TAX OR TRADING

future, as the context changes and levels of

SYSTEM TO OFFER FLEXIBILITY TO CONTROL

reduction become more challenging.

COSTS.
We have much to learn from each other

FINDING #5

Emissions trading programmes can be

on this journey. We share a hope for

TAX AND TRADING PROGRAMMES OFTEN

developed with large amounts of flexibility

achieving our climate goals with economic

HAVE MUCH IN COMMON, AS BOTH DRIVE

to keep costs in check, such as the use of

efficiency, and a vision for business to offer

CHANGE BY INSTILLING ECONOMIC VALUE

offsets and unrestricted amounts of trading.

innovation, growth and prosperity in a low

IN EMISSIONS REDUCTION.

Alternatively, they can be developed with

carbon future.

FIVE IETA PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE POSITIONS IN CARBON PRICING DEBATES:
1.

2.

We encourage carbon pricing of many
forms, but our primary focus will continue
to be on emissions trading because of its
environmental assurance and economic
advantages.
We believe that carbon trading is the
best form of pricing, because markets
are better than governments in finding
the right price – and in offering
flexibility to control costs and maintain
competitiveness.

3.

4.

This means that carbon trading should
be implemented in a “free market”
manner that instills good incentives for
market participants to reduce emissions
in order to achieve the long-term
objective.
If a jurisdiction finds that an emissions
trading programme is too challenging to
develop, implement and enforce, then
a carbon tax may be an appropriate
alternative. When carbon taxes emerge

5.

as a favoured approach, we will support
development of hybrid systems that
include measures to keep costs in
check, maintain competitiveness,
and predictability and stability of the rules.
We do not have time to waste in
addressing climate change. The most
important thing is for policymakers to
get started in implementing an effective
pricing programme with a strategy to
step-up efforts over time.
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